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CRIMINAL LAW: A REAPPRAISAL OF
TREATING THE CRIMINAL OFFENDER
*AlexanderB. Smith
**Louis Berlin
I.

INTRODUCTION

A short time ago the newspapers carried an item accompanied
by lurid photographs of how a newly established third world power
dealt with its criminals. The technique used guaranteed the offenders would not recidivate. They were hanged, thereby saving the
state the expense of maintaining them while incarcerated. In our
humane and democratic society such a brutal, final solution to the
problem would never be acceptable.' We are concerned with treatment.
By treatment we do not imply that all criminals are ill and
therefore in need of medical attention.2 Conceding that some offenders are mentally, emotionally and physically ill and therefore in
need of medical attention, we are mainly concerned with the vast
majority of criminals who are impelled to commit crimes by the
interplay of a host of social, psychological, familial and cultural
factors. Treatment in these cases consists in helping offenders to
exercise some measure of control of those elements either by helping
them understand their motivations and/or by our mitigating the
destructive impact of the forces playing upon them.
* Professor Emeritus of Sociology, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, New York, New
York. B.S., City College of New York, 1930; LL.B., Brooklyn Law School, 1930; M.S., City
College of New York, 1939; M.A., New York University, 1953; Ph.D., New York University,
1959. Co-author of CRIME AND JUSTICE IN A MASS SociErY (1972).
** Branch Chief, New York City Department of Probation. B.A., Brooklyn College, 1934;
M.S.W., Columbia University, 1968. Co-author with Professor Smith of TREATING THE CRImINAL OFFENDER (1974).
1. Another commentator has similarly noted our progress from the "brutal" emphasis
that once characterized our treatment of the criminal wrongdoer:
The same kind of heartless thought goes into the framing of our criminal codes. We
punish because we must, and we assess the punishments, in large part, at as high a
rate as the public conscience will bear. That the public conscience will no longer
tolerate sheep thieves on the gallows redounds to its credit. Public conscience is the
only check to the public sense of outrage.
J. CONRAD, CRIME AND ITS CORRECTION: AN INTERNATIONAL SURvEY OF ATrITUDES AND PRACTICES
301-02 (1965).
2. For some analysis of what has been called the medical model of treatment or the
perspective that all criminals are "sick" see, e.g., D. ABRARAMSEN, CRIME AND THE HUMAN
MIND (1944); W. BROMBERG, CRIME AND THE MIND: A PSYCHIATRIC ANALYSIS OF CRIME AND
PUNISHMENT (1965); S. HALLECK, PSYCHIATRY AND THE DILEMMAS OF CRIME: A STUDY OF CAUSES,
PUNISHMENT AND TREATMENT (1967). See also the discussion in note 4 infra.
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Although we are humane we are also practical and utilitarian.
We are concerned with the results- of our treatment techniques.
Before addressing ourselves to this matter, it would be helpful to
clarify society's basic goal and aim in treatment. No one will contest
our assertion that our goal in treatment is to change the offender so
that he will be more conforming and law-abiding than he was prior
to the rehabilitative process.3 However, as will be illustrated in this
article, to say this is to introduce tempestuous arguments as to the
"types" of techniques used in this transformation of the offender.
If. THE THERAPEUTIC METHODOLOGY: A PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Available to corrections personnel are two basic categories of
therapeutic techniques: the psychological and the physiological.
The psychological techniques are based on the belief that the personalities, beliefs and motivations of criminals undergoing treatment can be changed so that they can develop internal controls to
prevent criminal behavior. Advocates of this belief go further and
assert that the aim of psychotherapy is to set in motion a process of
growth so that the subject can develop sufficient independence to
manage his own affairs efficiently and within law-abiding boundaries.
Although psychotherapists might agree in principle with the
above two assertions, they will disagree passionately about how this
process of change can be effected. The psychoanalytic technique of
in-depth therapy, characterizing the Freudian school, places great
emphasis on the unconscious and early life experiences in understanding personality problems.4 This approach stresses insight.' The
3. Society's assignment to the field of corrections has been noted as the "social
restoration of the offender." Conrad, supra note 1, at 7. Or, as that same author later
characterizes
the goal of our correctional system: "The task of correctional advance is clear:
to reduce to
an absolute minimum the use of punishment through alternative positive measures."
Id. at

304.

4. For a critical examination of the success of the psychiatric approach in
the correctional setting see Cragg, Psychiatry, the Inmate and the Law, 3 DALaouslm
L.J. 510 (1976).
The suitability of the Freudian "1 to 1" approach for offenders has also been
subject to
scrutiny in Lehman, The Medical Model of Treatment: HistoricalDevelopment
of an Archaic
Standard,18 CRIM & DELINQUENCY 204 (1972). For a look at the legal ramifications
of being
able to accurately characterize a criminal offender as an "ordinary" or "psychopathic"
personality see Blair, The MedicolegalImplications of the Terms "Psychopath'"
"Psychopathic
Personality" and "PsychopathicDisorder" 15 MED. Sci. LAw 51 (1975).
5. In Freudian Psychoanalysis, as a result of a feeling of genuine acceptance
by his
analyst, coupled with the offender's "free associations" (i.e., saying whatever
comes to his
mind), he attains a series of these crucial "insights." These "insights" are
critical to the
offender's psychological growth process and very often relate the cause of his
criminal behavior to childhood influences:
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opposite approach, exemplified by reality therapy, is based on the
belief that all people have two basic psychological motivations: the
need to give and receive love and the need to feel important to others
as well as to themselves. Reality therapy disregards the unconscious, and early life experiences and concentrates on the present.6
Moreover, in contrast to traditional therapy which is non-judgmental, the reality therapist7 encourages the patient to face the
moral aspects of his behavior.
Differences among psychotherapists also extend to the degree
of involvement between patient and therapist. In Carl Rogers'
client-centered therapy, the therapist is not diagnostic or judgmental, just reflective. In reality therapy the therapist is both a model
and a mirror of reality thereby taking a more active role vis-a-vis
the patient than traditional methods.
Robert A. Harper, the psychologist, has suggested two basic
categories of psychological therapy, namely, the intellectuallyFor example, he may discover that his relationship with women parallels his feelings
about his mother, that his conflicts with authority are similar to previous conflicts with
his father, that he may be excessively defensive because of a fear of criticism, that he
is made anxious by situations which remind him of childhood disturbances, and so on.
Fine, Psychoanalysis, in CURRENT PSYCHOTHERAPIES 1, 21 (R. Corsini ed. 1973). For a further
discussion of psychoanalysis and the law see F. ALEXANDER, W. HEALY, ROOTS OF CRIME:
PSYCHOANALYTIC STUDIES (1935); J. KATZ, J. GoLUsTEiN, A. DERSHowrrz, PSYCHOANALYSIS, PSYCHIATRY, AND LAw (1967).
6. Dr. William Glasser, one of the founders of this particular mode of psychotherapy,
has pointed out the difference in emphasis between that centered on the "unconscious" by
the Freudians and his preoccupation with the "here and now":
. . . Conventional psychotherapy believes that if a patient is to change he must gain
insight into his unconscious mind. Unconscious conflict is considered more important
in many cases than conscious problems. . . . The reality therapist does not permit
patients to use unconscious motivations as an excuse for misbehavior. The emphasis
is upon what the patient is doing, particularly his present attempts to succeed or what
he intends to do. It is our contention that insight does not produce change although it
may be intellectually interesting. (emphasis added)
Glasser & Zunin, Reality Therapy, in Corsini, supra note 5 at 293. For other works by Glasser
see W. GLASSER, MENTAL HEALTH OR MENTAL ILLNESS? (1961); W.- GLASSER, REALITY THERAPY
(1965); W. GLASSER, SCHOOLS WTrrOUT FAILURE (1969); W. GLASSER, THE IDENTITY SOCIETY
(1972); Glasser, Reality Therapy: A Realistic Approach to the Young Offender, 10 J. CRIME

& DELINQUENCY 135 (1964).

7. By facing the "moral aspects" of his behavior Glasser indicates this requires the
offender, or patient, to make "value judgments" concerning that behavior and a determination of whether or not it is "responsible":
• . . In Reality Therapy, we believe that each individual must judge his own
behavior and evaluate what he is doing to contribute to his own failure before he can
be assisted. . . . Reality Therapy asks that each person make a value judgment as to
whether his behavior is responsible, and thereby good for him and those with whom
he is meaningfully involved.
Glasser & Zunin, supra note 5 at 300-01.
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oriented and the emotionally-oriented. In general, the former relies
on the activities of the ego and the latter on the workings of the id.
Strangely enough, many adherents of the differing therapeutic sects
proclaim their particular approach as the only means of effecting
the desired change, and so, with respect to treating drug offenders,
we have witnessed the emotional exchange between those who favor
methadone versus those who proclaim complete abstinence as the
only drug cure. Currently, in the treatment of alcoholism, controversy flares between those believing in complete abstinence and
those favoring limited social drinking. Similarly, acute, acrimonious
debate occurs between those advocating in-depth therapy involving
the unconscious and those who believe in treating the conscious,
real, observable problems of the offender. Each group points to the
failures in the other, disregarding or minimizing its own casualties.
A sober appraisal of the effectiveness of the psychotherapeutic
techniques would indicate successes in all schools as well as failures.
Harper suggested that the common element in all successes was the
meaningful relationship between patient and therapist. 8 Ideology
has played a minor part in this happy result and therein lies the
major weakness in the psychological therapies: they depend on the
willingness of the patient to interact with the therapist. Therapy
can be vitiated by a refusal of the offender to involve himself in the
relationship. Or, as it has been stated elsewhere, the therapeutic
value of psychotherapy is questionable even when a positive relationship exists between the therapist and the patient.' Basically, the
same critique applies to casework which draws considerably for its
concepts, techniques and philosophy from the psychotherapies.
III.

PHYSIOLOGICAL THERAPY AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS

Less time-consuming but more drastic techniques in changing
offenders are the physiological therapies which may be applied to
mental patients and violent and dangerous offenders. Psychosur8. Not only must an adequate patient-therapist relationship develop between the offender and his therapist but also an "understanding" on the part of the correction officers in
the penal institution. These prison administrators are faced with the difficult task of merging
the goals of treatment with conditions of orderliness and security demanded by society to be
present within that institution. For a perceptive analysis of the problems inherent in attempts
to create a therapeutic environment in a correctional setting see Cressey, Limitations of
Treatment, in THE SOCIOLOoY OF PUNISHMENT AND CORRECTION 181 (Johnston ed. 1962).
9. For an enlightening discussion of the "outcome" approach in evaluating treatment
effectiveness as well as the questionable effectiveness of traditional methods of psychotherapy
in confinement see Schwitzgebel, The Right to Effective Mental Treatment, 62 CALIF. L. REV.
936 (1974).
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gery, or brain surgery, is always irreversible in the sense that any
surgical intrusion into the brain destroys the brain cells which do
not regenerate. Because of this, much controversy among professionals and the general public has been generated." Psychosurgery
is known by many names, such as psychiatric neurosurgery, mental
surgery, functional neurosurgery and sedative neurosurgery. Like
the psychotherapies, brain surgery attempts to alter the thoughts,
emotional reactions, behavior and other aspects of the subjective
experience of the patient."
The surgeon resorts to several ways of entering the patient's
brain:' 2 by entering via the temple and severing the connection of
the lobes to the midbrain he performs a pre-frontal lobotomy; by
entering via the eye socket the frontal lobes are severed from the
connecting brain tissue, leaving the overall structure of the brain
intact-known as transorbital lobotomy. The psychological and
10. For a discussion of the growing criticism of the use of psychosurgery as an appropriate means for treating the criminal offender see Holden, Psychosurgery: Legitimate Therapy
or LaunderedLobotomy?, 179 SCIENCE 1109 (1973); Gobert, Psychosurgery, Conditioning,and
the Prisoner'sRight to Refuse "Rehabilitation",61 VA. L. REV. 155 (1975). For the argument
on the other side of the spectrum advocating the acceptability of this procedure see Mark, A
Psychosurgeon's Case for Psychosurgery, 8 PSYCHOLOGY TODAY 28 (July 1974).
11. Shapiro, Legislating The Control of Behavior Control: Autonomy and the Coercive
Use of Organic Therapies, 47 S. CAL. L. REv. 237, 255-57 (1974). Here he sets forth the
interesting argument that the first amendment protects the individual's fundamental right
to produce his own mental activity. Shapiro describes this "fundamental right" as the
"freedom of mentation" and expresses his argument as follows:
(1) The first amendment protects communication of virtually all kinds, whether in
written, verbal, pictorial or any symbolic form, and whether cognitive or emotive in
nature.
(2) Communication entails the transmission and reception of whatever is communicated.
(3) Transmission and reception necessarily involve mentation on the part of both the
person transmitting and the person receiving.
(4) It is in fact impossible to distinquish in advance mentation which will be involved
in or necessary to transmission and reception from mentation which will not.
(5) If communication is to be protected, all mentation (regardless of its potential
involvement in transmission or reception) must therefore be protected.
The argument thus far establishes that the first amendment protects mentation.
The conclusion that the first amendment protects persons against the coercive use of
organic therapies follows as a corollary:
(6) Organic therapy intrusively alters or interferes with mentation.
(7) The first amendment therefore protects persons against enforced alteration or
interference with their mentation by coerced organic therapy. (This last proposition
would also be a valid inference if it read: "The first amendment therefore protects
persons against certain kinds of denial of access to organic therapy, or psychoactive
agents generally, which are used to alter mentation.") (footnotes omitted)
12. For a further discussion of these techniques see Chorover, Psychosurgery:A Neuroppsychological Perspective, 54 B.U.L. Rav. 231, 235-39 (1974).
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physiological side effects on a patient are so drastic as to cause
controversy as to whether such techniques should be used at all.
Research shows that psychosurgery destroys an individual's
"capacity to form abstract thoughts and rob[s] the
individual of
ambition, conscience, and planning abilities."'" Specifically, the
patient who has undergone a prefrontal and transorbital lobotomy
"has no recollection of his prior condition and is therefore incapable
of asserting any objections he might have to the treatment, be they
physical, philosophical, or recalcitrant."'"
Physiological side effects are no less debilitating. A prefrontal
lobotomy may result in partial paralysis, loss of bladder control, or
convulsions. A transorbital lobotomy may result in side effects that
are one-tenth that of a pre-frontal operation and the fatality rate
5
one-half.'
A surgical technique which accomplishes the same results as
lobotomies, without the side effects, is the selective or partial ablation of a patient's frontal cortex or a "topectomy." The technique
has been used to remove pathological tissue connected with excessive neuronal discharges in a specific region of the brain. The aforementioned techniques are only used as a last resort in cases where
the subject is particularly dangerous and incorrigible.' 6
13. N. KITTRIE, THE RIGHT TO BE DIFFERENT: DEVIANCE AND ENFORCED THERAPY 306
(1971). Kittrie is a lawyer who conducted an extensive amount of legal research into the
question of "deviance" and the legal ramifications of what he terms the "therapeutic state."
He sets out to examine the question of how much power should be entrusted to the therapeutic state and what limits are to be set on our behavior before we become subject to enforced
therapy because we do not "conform." He lashes out at the therapeutic mentality indicating
that it destroys the concept of individual liberty by subjecting people to involuntary therapy
"for their own good." He states that a new right must be established through the judicial
process-that being the right to personal and bodily integrity. He concludes by saying that
what is needed is a greater tolerance for reforms in our social environment. In addition,
voluntary treatment within the community setting must increase if the therapeutic state is
to achieve any worthwhile end.
14. Id. at 388.
15. Id. at 305-06.
16. Discussions have continued realizing both the beneficial aspects and possible dangers inherent in the use of this type of therapy. The recognition of this dual aspect in the
process of psychosurgery has been noted by one commentator in his efforts to construct a
model federal statute on the subject:
The use of psychosurgery may pose a serious threat to the best interests of many
individuals and perhaps to society itself. However, this therapy also represents an
important medical advance for treating some mental illnesses, which holds additional
promise for the future. Any statute must balance freedom from the medical and social
hazards of psychosurgery against the possibility of freedom from the debilitation of
mental illness. The effect of therapy foregone may be just as destructive of human
liberty and potential in one case as the use of such therapy in another.
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The psychosurgical techniques described above are limited to
the cerebral hemispheres which lie exposed; new techniques have
been evolved to penetrate deeper areas of the brain. Sterotoxic brain
surgery allows a surgeon to "identify the location of a particular
point within the brain in terms of three coordinates, using anatomi7
cal landmarks on the head's surface as reference points."' By such
means the surgeon can implant electrodes to monitor the electrical
activity of a specific portion of the brain, can stimulate activity or
destroy tissue depending on the strength of the charge, and by
means of a wireless telemetry system connecting a freely moving
subject to a stimulating and/or a recording device located some
distance away, the behavior of a patient can be controlled, manipulated and monitored.
In addition to the negative psychological and physiological side
effects, psychosurgery raises moral and legal questions: Does a patient or criminal involuntarily incarcerated really have freedom of
choice?" s A Michigan court blocked a plan to perform psychosurgery
on an individual who had allegedly consented to surgery under the
Comment, Beyond the "Cuckoo's Nest": A Proposalfor Federal Regulation of Psychosurgery,
12 HARv. J. LEGIS. 610, 627 (1975) (footnotes omitted). Thus this particular commentator feels
that any state or federal regulation of this subject requires a balancing approach. A balance
must be struck between two fundamental freedoms-the freedom from intrusion into one's
mental and physical privacy and the freedom from an offender's mental illness.
17. Chorover, The Pacificationof the Brain, 7 PSYCHOLOGY TODAY 59, 60 (May 1974).
18. The proposed federal statute mentioned in note 16 supra recognizes the problems
of "informed consent" by an incarcerated offender and addresses itself to steps that should
be taken to insure that it does in fact exist:
Section 304. Prisonersand the Involuntarily Confined
Notwithstanding any other sections of this Act, when psychosurgery is proposed
for any person who is involuntarily confined in a prison or correctional facility or
mental institution, the following shall apply in addition to what is otherwise required
in this Act:
(a) Upon the filing of a petition pursuant to section 301 of this Act, the Review
Board shall appoint an attorney to represent the person unless the person already has
retained counsel. The attorney shall advise the person of his rights in relation to the
proceeding and shall at all times represent him before the Review Board.
(b) In order for an authorization for psychosurgery to be issued pursuant to this
section, the Review Board must:
(1) Determine that there have been or will be no undue inducements to the
person undergoing psychosurgery, taking into account whether the earnings,
living conditions, medical care, quality of food, or any other amenities offered
will be greater or better
to the person undergoing psychosurgery have been orthe
institution;
confined in
than those generally available to persons
(2) Determine, with the advice of the Advisory Board, that the person is.
an appropriate subject for psychosurgery;
(3) Determine that withdrawal of consent to the proposed psychosurgery
will not adversely affect the person in any way.
12 HARV. J. LEGIS., supra note 16, at 662.
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criminal sexual psychopath law. The court averred that even though
the request was initiated by the inmate, it was impossible to have
informed consent in the "inherently coercive atmosphere" of confinement. 91 However, it is conceivable that in the future, with more
information garnered about psychosurgery and its side effects, an
involuntarily confined criminal or patient may, by being fully advised of this information and its implications, be in a position to
give "informed consent." A government appointed commission
known as the National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical Research, which has been asked by Congress
to study the psychosurgery issue, has concluded that the operations
have potential merit when performed by competent neurosurgical
teams and "that the risks are not excessive. 2 0 This Commission
recommended that research along the above lines continue with
strict safeguards of the civil rights and civil liberties of the inmates.2 ' Operations must be performed by qualified surgeons and be
designed expressly for the improvement of the patient and not
merely to make him more manageable for the convenience of the
administration of the confining institution.2 2 With these provisos
19. Kaimowitz v. Dept. of Mental Health, Civ. Action No. 73-19434-Aw (Cir. Ct.
Wayne County, Michigan, filed July 10, 1973). For more critical evaluation of this case and
the practice of psychosurgery see Mark, Psychosurgery Versus Anti-Psychiatry, 54 B.U.L.
REV. 217 (1974) [hereinafter cited as Mark]; Chorover, supra note 12; Annas &
Glantz,
Psychosurgery: The Law's Response, 54 B.U.L. REv. 249 (1974); Neville, Pots and Black
Kettles: A Philosopher's Perspective on Psychosurgery, 54 B.U.L. REv. 340 (1974); Note,
Kaimowitz v. Department of Mental Health: A Right to Be Free From Experimental
Psychosurgery?, 54 B.U.L. REv. 301 (1974); Note, Constitutional Law-An Involuntarily
Detained Mental Patient'sInformed Consent Is Invalid for Experimental Psychosurgery, 50
CHI-KENT L. REV. 526 (1973); Kaimowitz, The Right of People (Misfits) to Refuse (Avoid)
Treatment (Control) in Medical Facilities (Closed Institutions), 13 DuQ. L. REv. 863 (1975);
Koskoff, The Kaimowitz Case: A Short Term Legal Restraint Contrary to the Long Term
Public Good, 13 DuQ. L. REV. 879 (1975); Vaux, Look What They've Done to My BrainMa!:
Ethical Issues in Brain and Behavior Control, 13 DuQ. L. REV. 907 (1975); Note, TortsInformed Consent-An Involuntarily Confined Mental Patient Cannot Give Informed Consent to Experimental Psychosurgery, 20 WAYNE L. REv. 1309 (1974).
20. Schmeck, Jr., Panel Urges Psychosurgery Be Continued on Research-Basis, N.Y.
Times, Sept. 11, 1976, § 1 at 8, col. 1.
21. Some courts have held that a traditional eighth amendment analysis of procedures
which could be considered "cruel and unusual" punishment and therefore a violation of one's
constitutional rights, disappears if the "purpose" of the procedure is stated to be other than
punishment. See, e.g., State v. Troutman, 50 Idaho 673, 299 P. 668 (1931); In re Cavitt, 182
Neb. 712, 157 N.W.2d 171 (1968), appealdismissed, 396 U.S. 996 (1970). For a recent compilation of inmate constitutional rights and the caselaw supporting them see J. CooK, CONSTrruTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE AcCUSED: POsT-TRIAL RIGHTS (1976).
22. An example of a case where the courts upheld the constitutional rights of an inmate
to be free from an unprovoked physical assault by agents of the state by means of a medical
operation was Runnels v. Rosendale, 499 F.2d 733 (9th Cir. 1974). In this particular case
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among others, the government commission favors further exploration of the problem to minimize or eliminate destructive side effects
which render the intervention cruel and unusual punishment rather
23
than treatment.
Use of drugs which can control a subject's behavior has reduced
but not obliterated the use of psychosurgery. 4 Drugs are used as
antipsychotic, antidepressant and antianxiety agents. Their extensive use has helped to reduce the frequency and severity of disruptive behavior. By tranquillizing the subjects the drugs have enabled
the institutional staff to utilize other forms of intervention in their
treatment such as individual and group therapy. Though drugs have
been of positive help, some drugs have adverse effects on the psychological and physiological health of subjects and the long-term
use of such drugs could result in unforeseen consequences.2
Antipsychotic drugs can result in the impairment of the central
nervous system manifested by Parkinson syndrome, seizures, and
respiratory depression. The autonomic nervous system may be affected manifesting blurred vision, oral infections and hypotensive
prison medical officials conducted a hemorrhoidectomy on an inmate without his consent.
Reaffirming the constitutionally protected right to be secure in the privacy of one's body
against invasion by the state except when necessary to support a "compelling state interest"
the court held:
Because of a prisoner's peculiar dependence and vulnerability in respect to medical
treatment. . . ,the right to be secure in one's person could be violated by the substantial threat to physical security necessarily involved in major surgery, when such surgery is neither consented to nor required for purposes of imprisonment or security.
Id. at 735.
23. For some legal analysis of the interplay between the cruel and unusual punishment
clause and certain therapeutic activities labeled as "treatment" see Comment, The Eighth
Amendment Right to Treatment for Involuntarily Committed Mental Patients, 61 IOWA L.
REv. 1057 (1976); Comment, Aversion Therapy: Punishment as Treatment and Treatment
as Cruel and Unusual Punishment, 49 So. CALIF. L. REv. 880 (1976).
24. The use of tranquilizers in the penal setting has been condemned by some courts,
United States ex rel. Wilson v. Coughlin, 472 F.2d 100 (7th Cir. 1973) (juveniles). Regarding
the effects that some of these drugs produce, Nelson v. Heyne, 491 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1974),
cert. denied, 417 U.S. 976 (1974) held:
Experts testified that the tranquilizing drugs administered to the juveniles can cause:
the collapse of the cardiovascular system, the closing of a patient's throat with consequent asphyxiation, a depressant effect on the production of bone marrow, jaundice
from an affected liver, and drowsiness, hemotological disorders, sore throat and ocular
changes.
Id. at 357.
25. The use of drugs as a mode of treatment of the mentally disturbed individual has
evoked various responses, see, e.g., Hollister, Overall, Kimball, Jr. & Pokorny, Specific Indications for Different Classes of Phenothiazines,30 ARcHIvE GENERAL PSYCH. 94 (1974); Mark,
supra note 19.
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crises. Some patients may experience an allergic or toxic reaction
to medication such as cholestatic jaundice. 6
Antidepressant drugs stimulate the central nervous system and
produce a state of excitement. Complications caused by such drugs
can be modified by avoiding administering large doses. An overdose
can result in a deep coma, seizure, respiratory depression or a disturbance of the cardiac condition and rhythm pattern. Furthermore, some individual's reaction to such medication may result in
an aggregate state of psychosis or even suicide.2 7
Antianxiety drugs have a positive effect of rendering a subject
amenable to psychotherapy by reducing crippling anxieties. Nonetheless they also may have adverse effects in terms of psychomotor
impairment, withdrawal reactions, and severe depression which
may lead to suicide. There is also the danger of allergic or toxic
reaction to the drug, manifested by blood dyscrasias, anaphyloctoid
reaction and mucocutaneous reactions. 8 A complication in the use
of antianxiety drugs is that their sedative effect is long lasting; thus,
a physician may unwittingly prescribe a standard dosage the effect
of which may be that of an overdose with resulting impairment.
Psychologically, a patient or offender who is involuntarily committed and given a drug against his will may interpret this as an attack
on his person generating feelings of both resentment and emotional
disturbance.2
Shock therapy, whether via insulin, faradic or electroconvulsive
shock techniques renders a violent patient quiet and subdued. However, shock therapy has sometimes resulted in severe convulsions,
fractured bones and even death. A patient emerges from shock
treatment disoriented as to time and place and may suffer a severe
loss of memory as well as extensive brain, muscle and tissue damage. Moreover, there is evidence of a high rate of relapse among
patients. 0 In view of the hazards to a patient and the experimental
26. Caffey, Jr., Hollister, Kaim, & Porkney, Drug Treatment in Psychiatry, 9 INT'L J.
PSYCH. 428 (1970).
27. Id. at 428-57.
28. Id. at 449.
29. One of the traditional critics of the concept of substituting certain forms of
"treatment" (i.e., the administration of drugs) for traditional concepts of "punishment" and
the consequent physiological and psychological effect on the inmate or patient is Thomas
Szasz. See, e.g., T. SzAsz, LAw, LmERTY AND PSYCHIATRY: AN INQUIRY INTO THE SOCIAL USES
OF MENTAL HEALTH PRACTICES (1963); T. SzAsz, THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS (1961); T. SZASZ,
THE MANUFACTURE OF MADNESS (1970). Other enlightening publications on the subject include
E. GOFFMAN, ASYLUMS: ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL SITUATION OF MENTAL PATIENTS AND OTHER
INMATES (1961); C. JEFFERY, CRIMINAL RESPONSm~narY AND MENTAL DISEASE (1967); Murphy,

Criminal Punishment and Psychiatric Fallacies,4 LAw & Soc'y REv. 111 (1969).
30. Kittrie, supra note 13, at 305-08.
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nature of this treatment, moral and ethical questions are raised by
its use with an unwilling patient.
Neuropharmacology is a form of chemical manipulation of a
patient's hormonal balance. Injection of drugs can permanently
alter an individual's response to sexual stimuli as well as to his
appetite. The injection is aimed at altering the chemical make-up
of the patient's brain and thereby changing the patient's behavior.
Thyroxin injected in some patients stabilizes their nitrogen metabolism rate and consequently reduces the frequency of psychotic attacks. The mental disorder for which thyroxin is necessary is usually
exceedingly rare.
A treatment technique which rejects traditional psychotherapy
but which may sometimes use drugs as adjuncts is behavior modification. 3 ' Traditional psychotherapy is based on the theory that deviant behavior is symptomatic of some deep, underlying personality
problem that must be uncovered and treated. The basic premise of
behavior modification is that behavior is controlled by its consequences. Behavior modification, then, is the systematic application
of proven principles of conditioning and learning in the remediation
of human problems. Behavior modification argues that it is not the
unconscious that is important, but rather observable behavior
which can be manipulated. Deviant behavior, it is asserted, is
learned and therefore must be unlearned and replaced by a new
behavior pattern. The two basic techniques used in behavior modification include: aversive conditioning to unlearn behavior and operant conditioning to learn new behavior. Good behavior is reinforced
by rewards, such as giving tokens to patients to purchase desirable
or needed objects, by magazines, cigarettes, pastries, permitting the
patient to walk on hospital grounds, have a private room, view
31. Behavior modification has generated a prolific amount of literature relating to the
ramifications of its use in a correctional setting. See generally Gaylin & Blatte, Behavior
Modification in Prisons, 13 AM. CRIM. L. Rav. 11 (1975); Serber, Hiller, Keith & Taylor,
Behavior Modification in Maximum Security Settings: One Hospital's Experience, 13 AM.
CRIM. L. REv. 85 (1975); Ayllon, Behavior Modification in InstitutionalSettings, 17 ARiz. L.
Rv. 3 (1975); Friedman, Legal Regulation of Applied Behavior Analysis in Mental Institutions and Prisons, 17 ARIZ. L. REv. 39 (1975); Wexler, Therapeutic Justice, 57 MINN. L. Rv.

289 (1972); Opton, Jr., Psychiatric Violence Against Prisoners:When Therapy is Punishment,
45 Miss. L.J. 605 (1974); Carlson, Behavior Modification and the FederalBureauof Prisons,
1 N. ENG. J. Pnis. L. 155 (1974); Moya & Achtenberg, Behavior Modification: Legal Limitations on Methods and Goals, 50 N.D. LAw. 230 (1974); Comment, Aversion Therapy: Punishment as Treatment and Treatment as Cruel and Unusual Punishment, 49 So. Cm"-F. L. Rav.
880 (1976); Comment, Aversion Therapy: Its Limited Potential for Use in the Correctional
Setting, 26 STAN. L. Rav. 1327 (1974); Note, Behavior Modification in Prison and the Eighth
Amendment, 6 U. TOL. L. Rav. 252 (1974).
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television, and so forth.
In aversive conditioning an undesirable response is accompanied by an unpleasant stimulus such as an electric shock, or denial
of a privilege such as food. The conditioning approaches to behavior
modification also utilize physiological interventions as a means of
altering behavior. Through the use of electrodes or emetics, the
patient's behavioral expressions can either be altered or suppressed.
An electrical stimulus via an implanted electrode can directly modify a patient's behavior as aversive conditioning to eradicate an
undesired response. 2 The electrode is so implanted as to leave intact
the overall structure of the brain thereby not severely altering the
patient's personality.
The drugs apomorphine and anectine can influence behavior by
medically producing severe nausea or temporary paralysis. They
have been proven successful in suppressing certain behavior patterns such as alcoholism and transvestitism.3 Use of these drugs
poses moral, ethical and legal problems as does the entire behavior
modification treatment. The type of reinforcement and aversive
conditioning is decided by the therapist. In addition, the administrator of the conditioning may not be a professional, but merely a
member of the hospital custodial staff. The latter may apply the
stimulus when the patient has violated an institutional rule. Hence,
behavior modification may become a form of punishment and not
treatment.3 4 Moreover, the patient is not consulted as to the goals
of his treatment and until most recently there were no authoritative
groups monitoring the progress of it. In light of these problems the
federal government discontinued the START program in federal
prisons.3 5 Advocates of behavior modification have taken steps to
remedy some of the objections we noted.
32. Kittrie, supra note 13, at 302-04.
33. See, Schwitzgebel, Limitations on the Coercive Treatment of Offenders, 8 CruM. L.
BULL. 267, 285-86 (1972).
34. The commentator in 49 So. CALIF. L. REv., supra, note 31, describes the types of
situations when the use of therapeutic aversion stimuli should be subject to the traditional
eighth amendment review of the courts:
. . . To follow a systematic sequence in analyzing a treatment procedure alleged
to involve cruel and unusual punishment, a court first determines the appropriateness
of undertaking an eighth amendment inquiry. If the court determines that the treatment can be considered as punishment because it is administered as discipline, because it is therapeutically ineffective, or because, even if effective, it constitutes an
ancillary characteristicof punishment, then the court proceeds to determine whether
the treatment is unconstitutionally cruel and unusual. (emphasis added)
Id. at 958.
35. The concern of the federal government is noted in IndividualRights and the Federal
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IV.

CORRECTIONAL RESEARCH: EMPIRICAL, MORAL AND LEGAL
OBSTACLES

To determine the degree of success or the effectiveness of any

treatment program, more than the subjective evaluation of the therapist is needed. A scientific empirical evaluative approach is necessary. 36 A traditional and effective design for such research requires
two groups equally matched in terms of meaningful variables such
as age, education, family background, previous arrest records, and
so forth.37 Members of the experimental group and control groups
are chosen at random. A carefully thought out treatment program
with the treatment variables definitely isolated and goals clearly
defined is then applied to the experimental group, but not to its
counterpart. A meaningful amount of the target population must
participate and a reasonable amount of time must be utilized to
implement the treatment program. The data subsequently collected
is interpreted in the light of the stated goals.
A review of the literature in correctional research indicates that
there are problems present in all the aspects mentioned above including moral and legal problems. For example, the Highfields project is an example of research failing to select a proper control group
from the same population that the experimental group was chosen.
The Highfields project, begun over a quarter century ago, was innovative and yielded information in treating juveniles which has been
applied with favorable results in various parts of the country by
many correctional facilities.3 8 In that project, New Jersey courts sent
certain teenagers for intensive guided group interaction and residential treatment in a facility at Highfields. Boys of sixteen or seventeen years who were not emotionally disturbed, mentally retarded
and had no previous history of commitment were chosen for the
program. Twenty boys were selected and organized into two groups.
During the day they worked in a nearby neuropsychiatric facility.
At night they returned to the residence where they would subseRole in Behavior Modification, STAFF

OF SENATE SUBCOMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, 93d CONG., 2d
SEss., (Comm. Print. Nov. 1974).
36. For an insightful analysis of the results and perspectives derived from correctional
research, see Glaser, Achieving Better Questions: A Half Century's Progress in Correctional
Research, 39 FED. PROB. 3 (1975).
37. For a survey of both traditional and contemporary approaches to correctional research see S. ADAMS, EVALUATIVE RESEARCH IN CORRECTIONS: A PRACIcAL GUIDE (1975).
38. The Highfields project was considered an innovative attempt at supervised group
interaction. It began in 1950 and has been an example for other communities in dealing with
both adult and juvenile offenders.
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quently break into groups and become involved in guided group
interaction. The peer groups exercised a great deal of control over
each member of the group.
The evaluation research at Highfields was conducted postrelease. The control group was comprised of juveniles from the Annandale Reformatory who ostensibly were matched for age, offense,
prior record and so on. The post-release research revealed that the
Highfields boys were more successful in adjusting in the community.39 However, the basic flaw in the design was that the New
Jersey judges selected better risks for Highfields than for Annandale. A fairer comparison would have been to compare Highfields
inmates to those youths placed on probation.
Selecting control groups poses moral and legal problems. Some
correctional authorities object because the control groups are deprived of the benefit of the treatment proposed. Apparently the
courts feel this is morally wrong and vitiates the offenders' right to
equal treatment, particularly if the offenders chosen for the experimental group are permitted to remain in the community while the
control group is incarcerated."0 A problem such as this arose in the
39. The success of the project as an alternative to the traditional juvenile institution
has also been noted elsewhere: "However, it is clear that Highfields was at least as effective
as the reformatory, perhaps more effective, and that it accomplished its results in a much
shorter period of time at greatly reduced monthly costs." L. ORLAND, JUSTICE, PUNISHMENT,
TREATMENT

209 (1973).

40. For the view that there is a general right to treatment for all criminal offenders see
generally Prettyman, The Inderminate Sentence and the Right to Treatment, 11 AM. CrIM.
L. REv. 7 (1972); Plotkin, EnforcingPrisoners'Rights to Medical Treatment, 9 CM. L. BULL.
159 (1973); Symposium: The Right to Treatment, 57 GEo. L.J. 673 (1969); Comment, A Jam
in the Revolving Door: A Prisoner'sRight to Rehabilitation,60 GEO. L.J. 225 (1971); Goldfarb
& Singer, Redressing Prisoners' Grievances, 39 GEo. WASH. L. REv. 175 (1970); Note, A
Statutory Right to Treatment for Prisoners:Society's Right of Self-Defense, 50 NEB. L. REv.
543 (1971); Katz, The Right to Treatment-An EnchantingLegal Fiction?, 36 U. CHI. L. REv.
755 (1969).
Courts as well have recognized the right to treatment; see, e.g., Donaldson v. O'Connor,
493 F.2d 507 (5th Cir. 1974), vacated and remanded on other grounds, 422 U.S. 563 (1975).
For some analysis of that case see Note, O'Connor v. Donaldson: The Supreme Court Sidesteps the Right to Treatment, 13 CALIF. WEST L. Rev. 168 (1977). Other cases include Negron
v. Preiser, 382 F. Supp. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1974); Wilson v. Kelley, 294 F. Supp. 1005 (N.D. Ga.
1967) aff'd per curiam, 393 U.S. 266 (1968); James v. Wallace, 382 F. Supp. 1177 (M.D. Ala.
1974); Jones v. Wittenberg, 323 F. Supp. 93 (N.D. Ohio 1971) aff'd sub. nom. Jones v.
Metzger, 456 F.2d 854 (6th Cir. 1972); Holt v. Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 (E.D. Ark. 1970), aff'd
442 F.2d 304 (8th Cir. 1971).
However, other courts have held that the absence of "adequate treatment facilities" for
certain mental disabilities is not necessarily an eighth amendment violation. Roberts v.
United States, 391 F.2d 991 (D.D.C. 1968); People v. Schaletzke, 239 Cal. App. 2d 881, 49
Cal. Rptr. 275 (1966); State v. Wolberg, 5 Or. App. 295, 483 P.2d 104 (1971), cert. denied 404
U.S. 1015 (1972).
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Provo, Utah experiment." In that experiment youths between fifteen and eighteen who might have been committed were assigned
to a community program. They lived at home but attended a day
center where their educational, vocational and treatment needs
were met by professional staff. However, the peer group and its
meetings were designed to be the major force for reform at Provo;
they developed strong and controlling norms for the behavior of
individual members. The group was given a list of sanctions in
enforcing these norms ranging from temporary ostracism to sending
an aberrant member away to the traditional reformatory. A court
decision held that the delinquent boys sent to a correctional institution as a control group were being deprived of their liberty without
due process of law. A change was consequently made where the
control group boys and the experimental group, now chosen among
those placed on probation, were both permitted to remain in the
community while being treated.
The treatment programs in the California prison system were
evaluated by researchers from the University of California since that
state utilized a rich variety of treatment techniques. The criteria
used to measure the effectiveness were based on goals stated in the
treatment manual and goals listed by 4,000 correctional personnel
surveyed. The latter indicated three main goals: decrease in inmate
hostility to staff; decrease in the number of prison rules violated;
and a lower recidivism rate. The study continued for six years and
included a three year, post-release follow-up of approximately 1,000
inmates who had either participated in one of the treatment programs or had been a member of the control group. The results
(which included frequency of parole violation, staying out of prison
longer before violating parole, and committing less serious crimes
than their original offenses while on parole) produced negative find41. The Pinehills project in Provo was also considered a "guided group interaction
program" but was noted for the fact that the offenders continued to live at home rather than
in a penal setting. One of the important ingredients of both the Pinehills and Highfields
programs was that they stressed the "community-oriented" as opposed to the "institutional"
approach to the offender:
The fact that these guided group interaction programs are located in the community
means that the problems with which the group struggles are those that confront them
daily in contacts with their families, friends, teachers and employers. This is one great
strength of a community program over an institutional program. The artificiality of
institutional life is avoided, and concentration can be placed upon the issues with
which every offender eventually has to deal.
Orland, supra note 39, at 209. (emphasis added)
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ings on all predicted outcome criteria."

The treatment personnel became defensive about these results.
Perhaps the basic explanation for the negative findings was that the
aims of the treatment programs really were not to lower the recidivism rates and improve the institutional conduct of the inmates. The
treatment personnel were defensively asserting that the inmates
were "better" people as a result of the treatment programs even
though it could not be measured quantitatively.
Some evaluative research notes the behavioral results of a program but fails to evaluate the role of treatment. The CambridgeSomerville study, a classic research program to determine the impact of treatment in preventing delinquency, exemplifies this particular research defect. 3 The research project was operated for approximately ten years from 1935-45. The research design followed
the traditional pattern utilizing both experimental and control
groups. Both groups of juveniles were felt to be pre-delinquent by
teachers, police and a panel of experts. Each group consisted of 325
boys. The median age of the boys at the initiation of the study was
eleven years. The two hypotheses underlying the experiment were:
it is possible to identify youngsters who might become delinquent
and secondly, if such youths were given friendly counseling, their
criminal careers might be aborted. Although there was a turnover
of counselors and clientele, when the situation was stablized there
remained ten counselors and clientele, each supervising a caseload
of thirty-three boys. In the Cambridge-Somerville study the evaluative research reveals that the treatment group had committed
more offenses than the control group. However, the researchers did
not evaluate the role of treatment. The counselors in the treatment
program offered the opinion that treatment was effective for twothirds of those in the treatment group. But since treatment per se
was not evaluated, it is difficult to determine whether differences
between the treatment and control groups were due to the treatment
theory used, the failure of counselors to utilize that theory, or some
other variables.
Another criterion of successful treatment which may be misleading is that of low-cost benefit analysis." Under the probation
42. D. Ward, Evaluative Research in Corrections, in PRISONERS IN AMERICA 184 (L. Ohlin
ed. 1973).
43. See, E. PowERs & H. WITMER, AN EXPERIMENT INTHE PREVENTION OF DELINQUENCY:
THE CAMBRIDGE-SOMMERVILLE YOUTH STUDY (1951); W. McCoRD, J. McCoRD, J.I. ZOLA, ORIGINS OF CRIME: A NEW EVALUATION OF THE CAMBRIDGE-SOMERVILLE YOUTH STUDY (1959).
44. See Adams, supra note 37, at 74-83.
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subsidy program in California, the state gives counties money to
improve probation services. The more offenders kept out of jail, the
higher the amount of subsidies and the greater the savings of the
state in not building prisons with the resulting expense in maintenance. If reduced cost is the criterion, the program is a success, but
there is still no evidence that more effective treatment has been
provided for the subjects.45
Research is carried on by sociologists, while treatment is
planned and implemented by the therapists. This divorce of the
evaluator from both the treatment program and its subjects presents serious difficulties. The evaluator must rely on the subjective
evaluation of the treatment personnel in some cases as well as being
removed from the planning of the treatment program. He is, therefore, left in the position of not being able to evaluate treatment in
the crucial early stages of the program.
V.

THE FAILURE OF THE REHABILITATIVE IDEAL?

A sociologist, Robert Martinson, analyzed 231 programs that
involved evaluation of treatment methods that employed a control
group and utilized an independent measure of the improvement
secured by the treatment method. Using the criterion of the impact
such programs had on recidivism, he concluded that there was indeed no appreciable effect except in a few isolated exceptions. In
contemplating this negative finding, Martinson suggested that either the programs were working but the tools for accurate evaluation
were lacking, or that they were truly ineffective and "cannot overcome, or even appreciably reduce, the powerful tendency for offenders to continue in criminal behavior."4
The dismal picture created by his evaluation is obvious. We
have noted the hazards of a physiological and psychological treatment approach as well as the moral and legal problems inherent in
these modes of therapy. To further complicate the picture we have
pointed out some of the current inadequacies and unresolved problems in evaluative research. In fact, to render the situation almost
hopeless, we are confronted with the negative findings of the Martinson study. Are we to conclude that criminals cannot be treated
and therefore scrap the rehabilitative ideal in corrections?
45. P. Lerman, Evaluative Studies of Institutions for Delinquents: Implications for
Research and Social Policy, 13 SOCIAL WoRK 55 (1968).
46. R. Martinson, What Works-Questions and Answers About Prison Reform, 35 THE
PUB. INrEREST 22, 49 (1974).
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Martinson's conclusion was couched in the most disheartening
and discouraging terms. He states, "With few and isolated exceptions, the rehabilitativeefforts that have been reported so far have
had no appreciable effect on recidivism. -4This sentence has been
summarized by serious correctional workers as "nothing works. "I
The result has been a pessimism, discouragement and repudiation
of treatment. 9 Consequently, many in the field have retreated to the
sterile, unproductive concept of the classical school of punishing the
crime and disregarding the criminal. 0
47. Id. at 25.
48. Many authors have examined the punishment versus treatment dilemma in corrections and have likewise come up with a very critical view of various rehabilitative efforts. A
small sample of such commentary includes: PUNISHMENT: FOR AND AGAINST (H. Hart ed. 1971)
(The author combines a wide assortment of essays on the subject of punishment ranging from
philosophers to sociologists to prison administrators. Views vary from a complete rejection of
the prison/ punishment mentality to the position that punishment is more "just" than treatment). J. MITFORD, KIND AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT: THE PRISON BUSINEss (1973) (Based on
correspondence with inmates in the California correctional system Mitford criticizes the "individualized" treatment methodology. She indicates it is merely another device to break the
offender's will to resist and used primarily to force his compliance to the demands of the
institution). J. NEWFIELD, CRUEL AND UNUSUAL JUSTICE: FROM INCOMPETENCE To CORRUPTIONTHE FAILURE OF OUR COURTS AND PRISONS (1974); Allen, The Rehabilitative Ideal, in
CONTEMPORARY PUNISHMENT: VIEWS, EXPLANATIONS, AND JUSTIFICATIONS 209 (Gerber & McAnany ed. 1972) (Allen feels the real danger is that many "therapists" will become so confident
in themselves that they will have no reason to doubt their own motives and therefore become
susceptible to an arrogance and insensitivity to human values). Conrad, Corrections and
Simple Justice, 64 J. CRIM. L. & C. 208 (1973) (The concept of coerced rehabilitation is seen
as an impractical objective within the contemporary correctional structure).
49. The "treatment-oriented" approach in dealing with the criminal offender has indeed been a source of controversy. See, e.g., H.L.A. HART, PUNISHMENT AND REsPONSIBILrrY
26 (1968); Calahan, Certainty of Punishment, 51 J. URBAN L. 163 (1973); Morris, The Future
of Imprisonment: Toward a Punitive Philosophy, 72 MICH. L. REv. 1161 (1974).
50. Judicial discussion of the importance of retribution or punishment as a goal of the
criminal justice system was clearly affirmed by the Supreme Court in Furman v. Georgia,
408 U.S. 238 (1972). Morris, "Persons and Punishment" in THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT (S.
Grupp ed. 1971) advocates that a ;'punishment" oriented system is actually more just than
the "indeterminate" type of sentence advocated by many therapists because it gives the
offender a greater degree of certainty in knowing what will happen to him:
Now, it is clear I think, that were we confronted with the alternatives I have sketched,
between a system of just punishment and a thoroughgoing system of treatment, a
system, that is, that did not reintroduce concepts appropriate to punishment, we could
see the point in claiming that a person has a right to be punished, meaning by this
that a person had a right to all those institutions and practices linked to punishment.
For these would provide him with, among other things, a far greater ability to predict
what would happen to him on the occurrence of certain events than the therapy
system. There is the inestimable value to each of us of having the responses of others
to us determined over a wide range of our lives by what we choose rather than what
they choose. A person has a right to institutions that respect his choices. Our
punishment system does; our therapy system does not. (emphasis added)
Id. at 85, 86.
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Those of us who are, or have been, practitioners in the field,
intuitively feel that Martinson's sweeping nihilistic statement
somehow does not square with our own reality." It is to be noted
that Martinson is an academic sociologist, a researcher whose interactions with offenders in any meaningful therapeutic relationship
has been either minimal or non-existent. It is easy for those not
involved in the treatment venture to be more interested in statistics
than in the more elusive problem of quantifying psychological variables.
Prior to evaluating the pessimistic conclusions of Martinson's
research it would be profitable to note the critique of his studies by
Ted Palmer, a psychologist, who was Principal Investigator of the
California Community Treatment Project." Tabulating eighty-two
studies mentioned in Martinson's study, Palmer shows that thirtynine of them, or forty-eight percent, were originally characterized
as having yielded positive or partly positive results in terms of recidivism. Palmer also noted that Martinson himself in commenting
about these positive outcomes states, "These programs seem to
work best when they are new, when their subjects are amenable to
treatment in the first place, and when the counselors are not only
trained people but 'good people' as well." 3 Martinson is also sensitive to the impact of the community since he says, "There is some
indication that individual psychotherapy may 'work' in a community setting."54
Palmer explains Martinson!s disregard of these positive trends
by asserting that Martinson was looking for an across the board or
universal rehabilitation program for all offenders. Palmer suggested, "Rather than ask, 'What works-for offenders as a whole?',
we must increasingly ask, 'Which methods work best for which
types of offenders, and what conditions or in what types of
setting?' ,,55
51. For a similar attack on the Martinson study and its impact on the rehabilitative
ideal in criminal justice see Reid, A Rebuttal to the Attack on the Indeterminate Sentence,
51 WASH. L. REV. 565 (1976). Mr. Reid takes a critical look at Martinson's findings at 600:
Martinson's approach may be of questionable validity. His analysis stopped with the
year 1967. Major federal aid to prisons and prison reform movements had not yet begun
at that time. Martinson admits that this study did not include many kinds of treatment programs, either because they did not exist or because of a lack of published
evaluation of the programs, and Martinson also may have been looking for a treatment
program which would work "across the board" and, not finding that, concluded that
treatment was ineffective.
52. Palmer, Martinson Revisited, 72 J. RESEARCH IN CRIME & DELINQ. 133 (1975).
53. Id. at 137.
54. Id.
55. Id. at 150.
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Social scientists and many legislators, either unaware of the
aforementioned positive results mentioned in Martinson's studies,
or like Martinson, disregarding these hopeful signs, have joined the
"nothing works" bandwagon and are advocating scrapping treatment.5" They propose mandatory incarceration, fixed sentences, certainty of punishment, and the abolition of probation and parole.57
Martinson and his colleague Judith Wilks propose almost all of the
above, except mandatory incarceration, which they reserve for the
most vicious of the criminals. s Martinson grades criminals into
three categories: suspendees, restrainees and isolates. Someone (it
is not clear who does this) determines how deterrable a convicted
offender appears to be. A "suspendee" is given a prison sentence
and permitted to remain unsupervised in the community. If he is
arrested and convicted again he becomes a "restrainee." Having
been transferred into this category he is then given a sentence of
twice his original plus whatever his new conviction stipulates. He,
too, is permitted to return to the community, perhaps after a period
of isolation, but a non-professional drawn from the ranks of high
unemployment groups, such as paraprofessionals, ex-offenders, unemployed teenagers and women, will be his restraining agent. The
entire duty of the restraining agent will be to keep his individual
charge under surveillance and to report to the police when and if he
commits a crime.
There will be one restrainee or perhaps two for each agent. The
restrainee will never know who holds the position of this watchful
56. Edith E. Flynn, Advisor to the LEAA on Corrections and the United States delegate
to the 5th United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders feels that Martinson's publicity will merely continue the "punishment versus treatment"
debate and is by no means conclusive:
Whether rehabilitation works is a matter of lively debate at the present time. No
doubt, Martinson's conclusions as to program ineffectiveness are overdrawn. His study
was not representative of existing programs. Worse, several of the more promising
kinds of rehabilitation programs, such as pretrial diversion, work release, and restitution programs were not included. Further, because he did not find a single program
that would work for every offender who had been exposed to it, he declared the notion
of rehabilitation bankrupt. . .. Whatever the final judgment will be in this regard, the
public is not likely to abandon the hope and expectation that criminal offenders can
be directed toward noncriminal behavior through formal programs intended to achieve
that end. As a result, corrections will have to perservere in its efforts to find techniques
that produce rehabilitative results and which will protect the public from additional
harm.
Flynn, Turning Judges into Robots? 12 TmiAL 17, 23 (1976).
57. For a reaction to the suggestion to abolish parole see note 67 infra.
58. Wilks & Martinson, Is the Treatment of Criminal Offenders Really Necessary? 40
FED. PROB. 3 (1976).
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agent. Presumably, the court will appoint these agents and the
about-to-be abolished probation and parole officers may be assigned
to "train" them. To the argument that this may be expensive, Martinson and Wilks note, ". . . when we reviewed corrections expenditures for the state of Texas, where this idea of community restraint
was first presented publicly in some detail, we found that the costs
would be no greater than current probation, prison, and parole
costs."5 9 The armamentarium of treatment will be returned to community agencies which dispense health, educational, vocational and
psychological services. A unit attached to the court will be assigned
the task of providing the "offender with knowledge of how to get the
kind of help he thinks he needs.""0
The final "category" of criminal, the "isolate" is reserved for
those who exhibit a tendency to commit the most "heinous" of
crimes but nevertheless are not totally divorced from a chance at
being placed under "community" restraint:
[T]he category of isolate is reserved for those individuals who commit new offenses while under suspension or community restraint. It
is also reserved for that limited group which commits heinous, violent
crimes and are thought too dangerous to associate with the public.
The sentence of isolation must always include a sentence of community restraint following isolation. Isolation can be carried out in
existing prisons, the numbers of which can probably be greatly reduced with our approach in that most offenders will be under suspension or community restraint most of the time."
Martinson and Wilks make an observation and use techniques
which have proven ineffectual in the past. They comment that "the
research reviewed in our book tends to indicate that the mere placement on probation and parole may be more important in the reduction of recidivism than are treatment elements such as group counseling. . ."61 Elaborating on this, these two research critics note,
"By placing an offender under surveillance, we accomplish two
aims. We collect retribution (e.g., we exact punishment) and we
make it more difficult for the offender to commit another offense." 3
Yet, their own research of the programs where offenders were under
surveillance in the community revealed no appreciable impact on
".
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recidivism. The age-old techniques of realistic threat of punishment
plus restraint (resulting from surveillance) have been used without
dramatic impact on recidivism. 4 Being research-oriented, Martinson and Wilks suggest that we try their approach for one or two
years and if the crime rate does not decrease then the approach
should be terminated.
Martinson and Wilks make two more comments which merit
evaluation. They assert, "Agents could quickly learn the restrainee's pattern and could keep him under surveillance only during
those times when he is likely to commit an offense.""5 The lamentable fact is that a criminal may commit a crime any time of the day
or night. This would require the agent to practically live with the
restrainee or hover around him constantly, perhaps, thereby revealing his identity.
The second observation made by the above social scientists is
couched in the following terms, "Could it be possible that in some
instances we may be 'overtreating' offenders? Could it be possible
that either so much is done to or for offenders that some of them
become confused and are more likely to recidivate than those we
interfere with to a lesser degree?" As practitioners in the fields of
probation and parole, we must inform the two research specialists
that in the last few years when recidivism has increased, caseloads
have climbed so high that the vast majority of offenders were neglected both regarding treatment and surveillance. 7 Could it be pos64. In addition to punishment and rehabilitation, the concept of deterrence is often
quoted as a goal of both the criminal law and the criminal justice system. It is hoped that
the incarceration of the offender will deter that individual from repeating his criminal activity
in the future as well as deterring society in general by witnessing the association of criminal
activity and confinement. However, recent studies have questioned the view that punishment
in fact does reduce crime; See, e.g., Tullock, Does Punishment Deter Crime?, 36 THE PUB.
INTEREST 103 (1974) (This particular economist seems to indicate that the frequency with
which the punishment is applied is of greater importance than its severity. He concludes that
we have an "unpleasant" method such as deterrence that does work and a "pleasant"
method, rehabilitation, that has never succeeded. He sees the option as either for deterrence
as the objective or a higher crime rate).
For more discussion on the success or failure of the objective of deterrence in the criminal
law, see Andenaes, General Prevention Revisited, Research and Policy Implications, 66 J.
CRIM. L. 338 (1975); Geerken & Gove, Deterrence: Some Theoretical Considerations,9 LAw
& Soc. REv. 497 (1975); Passell, Deterrent Effect of the Death Penalty, 28 STAN. L. Rav. 61
(1975), and also the three articles in Note, Statistical Evidence on the Deterrent Effect of
Capital Punishment, 85 YALE L.J. 164 (1975).
65. Martinson supra note 58, at 6-7.
66. Id. at 4.
67. For a critique of a recent recommendation to abolish the system of parole see
O'Leary, Parole Theory and Outcomes Reexamined, 11 CRIM. L. BULL. 304 (1975).
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sible that there is a connection between non-treatment and nonsurveillance and the increased recidivism rate?
VI.

TREATMENT AND TOMORROW'S OFFENDER

We are not of the opinion that treatment is not necessary. We
urge that the baby not be thrown out with the bath water. Research,
in addition to revealing negatives in our programs, has also revealed
successes. For example, the Community Treatment Program (CTP)
in California has been proven to be as effective as incarceration. 8"
Likewise, success was prevalent in the programs followed in Provo,
Utah. Why not, therefore, advocate more creativity in the elements
used in treatment, namely, in the CTP program there is the technique of intensive testing of offenders, matching of the offender with
the agent, and utilizing an entire group of strategies including temporary incarceration during parole. These factors merit further exploration and application.
In the Provo program group members have the right to discipline a member and even refer him back to court. Similarly, at the
treatment center for sexual offenders at Western State Hospital in
Fort Steilocoom, Washington, sexual psychopaths treat each
other. 9 They live in small groups, manage their own therapy sessions and maintain their own discipline. They exercise an important
role in deciding who among them will stay at the center for the full
eighteen-month treatment program. Researchers claim that those
who complete the program are less likely to be recidivists than offenders who spend their confinement in prison. They claim that only
8.9 percent of their graduates were rearrested, and in no case was
the second charge as serious as the first. 0 Thus the elements of
"group discipline" and "mutual help" merit further exploration and
experimentation.
68. The California Youth Authority's Community Treatment Project has been cited as
one of the most effective treatment programs to date. It specializes in a variety of modes of
therapy depending upon the particular needs of the offender:
The program provided for the experimental group offers singly or in combination most
of the techniques of treatment and control which are in use in corrections today:
individual counseling, group counseling, group therapy, family therapy, involvement
in various other group activities, and school tutoring services by a certificated teacher
with long experience in working with delinquents. The goal is to develop a treatment
plan which is tailored to the needs of each type of offender.
ORLAND, supra note 39, at 212.
69. For a look at the problems and some suggestions in dealing with the sexual offender
note Shah, Treatment and Handling of the Sexual Deviant, in CORRECTIONAL CLASSIFICATION
AND TREATMENT (L. Hippchen, ed. 1975).
70. Denenberg, Sex Offenders Treat Themselves, 1 CORRECTION 53 (1974).
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In addition, behavior modification, stressing the active role of
the client in setting up goals and the range of reinforcers and averters used in that procedure, deserves further study. With ethical and
humane guidelines and a responsible monitoring group, such programs can eliminate the cruel, unethical and illegal aspects discussed previously.
The experiment in treating violent criminals at Herstedvester
in Denmark contains elements which may be fruitful in future programs dealing with the criminal offender.7 Specifically, we refer to
the intensive discussion in the residence on the meaning and implication of the offender's reaction to the events of the day. 2 The
purpose of such dialogue is to help the criminal obtain both insight
and control of his behavior. Moreover, the element of the proper
setting for such program merits further scrutiny.
There are two circumstances regarding the treatment of offenders which promise to yield fruitful research results. First, the phenomenon observed by Martinson, among others, that the attention
paid offenders participating in new programs seems to inspire them
to exert energies to effect changes in their attitudes and behavior.
Unfortunately, as the program's newness and the enthusiasm of the
participants, both offenders and treaters, wears off, there seems to
be a parallel waning of both therapeutic efforts and results. If we
can devise methods to keep enthusiasm high, treatment results may
yield high positive changes.
The second circumstance requiring more planning and research
is the matter of returning a treated offender into a community with
a high crime rate thereby increasing the possibility of influences
71. For some analysis of the Scandanavian model of criminal justice and its implications regarding the treatment of the criminal offender see Salmon, Lessons from the Swedish
Criminal Justice System: A Reappraisal, 40 FED. PROB. 40 (1976). The author notes the
demise of the medical model in treatment and the realization that "re-socialization" is a more
appropriate emphasis:
One of the most far-reaching changes brought about by the 1974 Swedish Correctional
Act was the shift in emphasis regarding 'treatment.' Rehabilitation is increasingly
defined in terms of resocialization. Few vestiges of the 'medical model' of treat*ment-bringing the diseased organism back to health-remain; particularly, few illusions of what can be achieved within the four walls of the prison.
Id. at 45.
72. Friday, in Sanctioning in Sweden: An Overview, 40 FED. PROB. 48, 53 (1976) refers
to the 1965 Christiansen and Bernstein report from Denmark. The report indicated that an
experiment with serious offenders who were offered social work assistance resulted in a noteworthy drop in recidivism in the experimental group. The author concluded: "The conclusion
is that offenders need social help, and this social help may reduce recidivism, but coerced
treatment is ineffective for either reintegration or recidivism."
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negating the effects of his prison treatment. 3 Thus what is needed
is to be able to fashion methods which will continue the treatment
process in the community to which he returns as well as intervention
strategies to mitigate or negate destructive community influences.
VII.

CONCLUSION

There are other programs yielding some successes" which ought
to be analyzed and research designs formulated. Researchers in criminology, aware of the many obstacles mentioned in this article,
can devise experiments with proper sampling, valid control groups,
clear-cut aims, refined measurement tools and involvement with
treaters in the initial stages of planning their evaluative research.
Guidelines to meet the ethical and legal problems in research can
be formulated by professional and governmental groups.7"
73. One commentator has perceptively summed up the burdens facing the offender who
attempts to successfully merge into the community from which he has been divorced so long:
Because the whole theory of rehabilitation is premised on the notion that the released
offender is in the process of relearning how to live in the community, and because such
persons should expectably make more ordinary mistakes than others, it would seem
excessively shortsighted to be more stringent with them. No community-based program can expect to work if it continues to place upon the offender more severe standards of conduct than those expected of the non-offender citizen.
Orland, supra note 39, at 217. (emphasis added).
74. For a look at some of the attention being given to the effort to "reintegrate" the
offender into society and the various obstacles he encounters, see Special Project: The Collateral Consequences of a Criminal Convictio6, 23 VAND. L. RPv. 929 (1970); Note, New Approaches to the Civil Disabilities of Ex-Offenders, 64 Ky. L.J. 382 (1976). A possible model
which might be adopted to help alleviate the stigma of a criminal conviction would be
something similar to the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act of 1974 adopted in Great Britain.
The Act seeks to limit society's access to the criminal records of "rehabilitated" offenders. It
allows the offender to conceal the fact of his prior conviction and metes out civil and criminal
penalties for a wrongful disclosure by others. The Act appears to be a realistic attempt to
deal with these post-conviction stigmata:
The Act cuts through the myth that life-long opprobrium deters commission of future
crimes by the offender or other persons and realistically deals with the barriers to social
reintegration which confront the offender whose criminal history remains public
knowledge.
Cohen, Forgiving the Criminal Offender British Style: The Rehabilitationof Offenders Act,
14 HAav. J. LEGIS. 111, 150 (1976).
75. Some of the alternatives to the traditional institutional setting for criminal offenders, especially juveniles, have recently arisen. Some projects include foster homes, halfway
programs termed prerelease guidance centers (i.e. those set up by the Federal Bureau of
Prisons), state pre-release centers, the earlier mentioned California Youth Authority's Community Treatment Project, and the concept of "reception center parole" or "diagnostic parole." This type of "parole" is a program whereby all commitments from juvenile court are
referred to a reception center where they can be screened for eligibility for parole, either
immediately or after a short period of treatment.
76. For a critical look at the contributions of psychology in corrections and suggestions
for the further use of psychological research in the criminal justice system see S. BRODSKY,
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Indeed, in spite of the negative findings in correctional research, we see positives in the rehabilitative ideal and recommend
a hopeful forward look which encompasses further innovative and
bold treatment programs.7 7 An optimistic emphasis in dealing with
the criminal offender is far more valuable than a sterile regression
to the past with its stress on certainty of punishment, threats, surveillance and leaving the offender basically unchanged but feeling
he has paid his debt to society.
PSYCHOLOGISTS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

(1973); Chapter 15 entitled Research in
Corrections in A. SMITH & L. BERLIN, TREATING THE CRIMINAL OFFENDER 337 (1974).
77. One new program which has received some interest is what has been called the
"deferred prosecution program." The goals and objectives of such an alternative to prosecution are outlined in Alford, Acclerated Rehabilitative Disposition: The Newest Facet of the
CriminalJustice System (The Allegheny County Program), 13 DuQ. L. REv. 499 (1975). Mr.
Alford, the project director of the program, felt that by utilization of the prosecutor's discretion many individuals could be diverted from the traditional criminal justice system into
various rehabilitative programs. As the author indicates, a program such as this will allow a
more "individualized" perspective in the disposition of our criminal offenders:
A basic premise of any diversion program is that all actors are not patterned criminals,
and intervention to inhibit development of a criminal life style may be more productive
for both the accused and for society than a purely punishment-oriented response to a
criminal act. To achieve these ends, the criminal justice system must become aware
of the individual person immersed in his own unique set of circumstances. By more
carefully identifying and acknowledging the individual in criminal proceedings, it may
be possible to identify his special problems and construct appropriate solutions.
Id. at 500.
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